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TiO2 nanoparticles have numerous applications including use as photocatalysts [1] and as semiconductor substrates in
dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC). [2] In order to understand the mechanism underlying such processes, we are interested in studying the fundamental photoinduced charge carrier dynamics in the colloidal semiconductor nanoparticles.
Upon optical excitation of the titania nanoparticles, with energies larger than the bandgap (3.2 eV), an electron is
promoted from the valence band into the conduction band and an electron-hole pair is created. The fast electron-hole
recombination (<10 ps) competes with trapping processes of free charges on the surface and by lattice defects in the
bulk. The trapped holes decay on timescales up to 250 ns, and the decay time for the trapped electrons ranges from 10’s
of ps out to the µs timescale. [3, 4] In this contribution, we present a study of the structural and electronic changes of
TiO2 nanoparticles after laser excitation by means of picosecond time-resolved X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)
at the Ti K-edge. The pre-edge peaks (<4.981 keV inset) are related to bound-bound transitions and contain information on the conduction band states of the semiconductor. The question relevant to our investigation is the correlation
between electronic relaxation and the electronic and geometrical structural changes in the TiO2 nanoparticles. On
timescales beyond 50 ps the electron is likely in a trapped state, which are the relevant states for both photocatalysis and the electron transfer from nanoparticle to substrate in DSSCs. A preliminary analysis of our recent results
measured at the microXAS and PHOENIX beamlines at the Swiss Light Source will be presented.
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Fig. 1: The ground state Ti K -edge x-ray absorption spectrum (blue line) of TiO2 nanoparticles together with the transient XAS
difference spectrum (red circles) measured 100 ps after excitation. Inset shows zoom of pre-edge peaks.
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It has been shown that organic compounds can account for up to 90% of matter
found in aerosols. Their chemical aging changes the physical and chemical
properties and therefore the environmental impact of aerosols [1]. In the present
study the aging of shikimic acid particles via reaction with ozone was investigated
by scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) and near edge X-ray
absorption fine structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS). An environmental micro
reactor [2] enabled oxidizing the particles in situ under humid conditions.
The resulting spectra from the carbon edge show a clear change in spectral
features upon exposure to ozone. The main differences between aged particles
compared to fresh shikimic acid are a decrease in the double bond peak at
284.5 eV as well as an increase at 286.5 eV and a change in the region of the
carboxyl K 1 s→π* transition around 288.5 eV. These results show clearly that it
is possible to monitor the oxidation of shikimic acid in situ. Considering the
capability of the technique for spatial resolution, this opens possibilities for future
studies of the progress of the reaction through the bulk and how it is influenced
by changing experimental conditions. The microspectroscopy results will be
combined with kinetic data from coated wall flow tube measurements to generate
a more complete picture of the oxidation process.

Figure 1: Typical carbon Kedge spectra of shikimic acid
particles before and after
exposure to ozone, measured
at 85% RH. The spectra are
linear background subtracted
and normalized to the mean
intensity between 310 and
320 eV
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Magnetic domains have been used for data storage for decades. The performance of
magnetic data storage is closely related to their internal magnetic structure and the
physical properties of the materials used. Switching a magnetic structure involves
dynamic and non-linear processes like precession and domain wall motion. We
investigate microwave assisted switching processes of patterned magnetic elements,
the study of which has impact on technological innovations and is of fundamental
importance for the understanding of ultra-fast nonlinear magnetodynamics.
The main goals are to systematically study and subsequently optimise microwave
assisted magnetisation switching in magnetic structures. Stroboscopic time-resolved
imaging of resonant magnetic eigenmodes and the detection of switching events are
carried out with energy and polarisation dependent Scanning Transmission X-ray
Microscopy (STXM). These provide quantitative information about the magnetic state
and its time evolution. The investigation is concentrated on Permalloy thin-film
patterns with physical dimensions in the micron and deep sub-micron range.
In a first experimental step we are determining the eigenfrequencies as a function of
the sample size and shape as well as the microwave power (CW) needed to induce
switching. Recent results combine STXM data and simulations on magnetic
structures with an induced in-plane uniaxial anisotropy. The domain configuration
breaks up with an increase in applied CW power, returning to the ground state when
the applied power is removed. Following on from these initial results, we will
investigate controlled and optimised vortex core switching using adequately shaped
RF-pulses.

(a)

(b)

(a) XMCD image of the ground state of a 6 µm magnetic structure with no excitation present. The
vortex core is elongated due to the presence of an induced uniaxial anisotropy.
(b) Differential dynamic images on the same structure under an excitation of 250 MHz with
amplitude H0 indicate a breakup of the domain configuration at an excitation amplitude
H0 ~ 3.1 mT.
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The manipulation of spins is a very exciting topic from fundamental point of view as well as
for practical applications. Combining experiments and simulation, we have been able to
demonstrate that a fs-optical excitation is sufficient to trigger magnetization reversal in
GdFeCo nanostructures on very short timescales. Employing a photoemission electron
microscope (PEEM) at the SIM beamline, we have proved that we can manipulate the
magnetization of nanostructures by using a heat pulse only. Performing time resolved X-ray
magnetic circular dichroïsm (TR-XMCD) measurement we have observed that the
magnetization reversal within the structures occurs on a timescale faster than 100 ps and
evidenced that the reversal occurs against an external applied magnetic field. In our
experiment the reversal happens only by heating the system on the time scale of the exchange
interaction of the two sublattices and does not require any other external stimulus.
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Figure 1: Sequence of TR XMCD images of GdFeCo taken at Fe L3 edge. The images show the
magnetic configurations in 5 µm squares imaged before the excitation with a linearly polarized laser
pulse and at different delays after the laser excitation.
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